
FROM THE CURIOSI CASEBOOK 

-CHANCE- 

Part One 

French filled my hotel room. After punching the top of the clock radio several times I 
finally hit the right button and the Gallic rush hour chatter from a morning show was 
replaced by soft rain against the roof.  I got out of bed and faced a window that streaming 
water had transformed into an impressionist’s canvas.  I kept staring until the rain 
stopped and the romantic Monet it had painted was replaced with an Edward Hopper 
scene of a lonely man looking out the window of his hotel room in a big city.  Sometimes 
the City of Light shines a bit too harshly.  I went to the desk under the window and turned 
on my laptop computer.  When I opened the file labeled Romantic Paris there was a 
blinking cursor on a blank screen. I’d forgotten to save what I’d written.   
 
When Curiosi offered me a free ticket to Paris I’d signed up to write an article for a travel 
magazine just in case the Curiosi, whoever they were, didn’t pan out.  Now I had an 
empty pan to fill.  Even though I’d apparently struck gold with the Curiosi, I had to write 
the damn article and start from scratch. I recalled Hemingway’s opening lines from A 
Moveable Feast about trying to write when the bad weather arrived after the fall was over 
and how he had to shut the windows in the night against the rain and the cold wind that 
blew across the Place de Contrescarpe.  But it wasn’t that bad; it was the beginning of the 
fall not winter and the rain had stopped and it was still a week before the deadline.   
    
I took the stairs instead of the elevator.  A little exercise before breakfast would be good 
for me, even if it were a dash down the stairs rather than a run up them.  After flipping 
the timer switch for the stairwell lights I took off as it ticked toward a return to darkness 
and managed to reach the lobby door just as the stairs went black. I wondered if the 
amount of electricity I’d saved by beating the timer and not using the elevator was more 
than the energy I’d expended. 
 
The desk clerk looked at me in surprise as I entered the lobby from the dark stairwell. “Is 
something wrong with the elevator?”  
 
“No.  I just needed a little exercise.” 
 
“So you will also be taking the stairs when you go up to your room?” 
 
“I barely made it down before the lights went out so I think I’ll stick to the lift.  Sort of 
like down hill skiing,” I added. 
 
Maybe she didn’t get the lift-ski lift analogy or maybe she did, and decided to call my 
bluff, because she responded by telling me that I could always flip the light switch at 
each landing and that would reset the timer and I would be able to climb to the top floor 
without being plunged into darkness. 



 
I gave a noncommittal nod and headed for the room off the lobby where breakfast was 
being served. 
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It started raining again while I ate the breakfast of croissants washed down with a bowl of 
café au lait and even though I borrowed one of the umbrellas in the stand near the hotel 
entrance the wind had picked up as well and the lower half of my body was wet by the 
time I finished walking the short distance to my meeting with Leonard about a second 
project. This time the old woman opened the gate as soon as I rang the bell. She was 
wearing a yellow waterproof slicker and she peered at me from under the brim of a large 
rain hat.  The hat was struggling to take off in the wind with its brim flapping like a duck 
but it was tethered to her chin by a thick strap.    She wore pontoon like galoshes and she 
might have been using the broom she was holding to paddle around the lagoon size 
puddle that had formed in the courtyard.  After closing the gate behind me she resumed 
sweeping the water toward a drain in the center of the courtyard.  
 
Leonard stood in the doorway of the house watching me wade toward him.  Somehow, he 
had managed to stay completely dry except for the tips of his shoes, which left a wet 
imprint on the floor as I followed him. My hair was damp from the rain, the shoulders of 
my coat were soaked and my shoes squeaked.  In the room at the end of the hall the 
French doors were closed.  The rain was streaming down the glass set into the doors.  
Leonard motioned for me to sit in one of the two folding chairs. Opposite me hung a 
framed poster advertising a new art exhibit called Second Chance at the Pompidou 
Center.  On the table between us there was a large envelope and a copy of the report I’d 
turned in the day before.   “Did you get a chance to look at it?” 
 
 “Of course,” Leonard answered. He stood behind the table with his back to the windows 
and picked up my report.  “I spoke with Dr. Crespi and she said it went very well.  Of 
course, she hasn’t read the report and won’t until it is sent out to all of the Curiosi. 
 
“You mean she doesn’t have a chance to review it first?” 
 
“It would be pointless since, as I told you, we publish exactly what you write without any 
changes. Your style, your point of view, what you decide to include and exclude, are all 
part of the report.  She will write her own report, of course, which will no doubt be quite 
different and will not be nearly as interesting to most of our members as yours.” 
 
 
His fingers tap on the table as he stood up and looked down at me.  I wait for him to 
continue.  I have inched to the edge of the chair. 
 
Finally I reminded him.  “You want me to work on another project?" 
 



"Yes. It would be the same arrangement as the one you just completed and should only 
take a several days at most." 
 
"Sure," I answered. I figured I could still fit in the travel article. "When does it start?” 
 
 “Not until 4 PM. I will notify you at your hotel where to meet. That means you will have 
most of the day to enjoy Paris.  Do you have anything in particular you would like to 
do?”  
 
“Nothing really.”  Except, I thought, to find something romantic to write about. 
 
There is a concert at St. Julien-le-Pauvre at 11 that you might be interested in.  You know 
it is one of the oldest churches in Paris?  It is even older than Notre Dame.  Of course, 
you could fit the entire church into the nave of Notre Dame.  As I recall, the Sorbonne 
used to meet there in the 16th century until the students made a mess of the place.  I think 
it was a barn for a while after the revolution.  The French Revolution not yours.” 
 
“Who is performing?” 
 
“The Quartet Apollinaire.” 
 
“Never heard of them.  Why would I be interested?” 
 
He shrugged and walked over to the poster.  “Of course, if you aren’t interested in music 
than I would suggest this show on at the Pompidou.” 
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Okay, I was curious. I sat in the last row.  The chair had a wicker bottom that I could feel 
through my thin khaki pants.  I sat four rows back in St. Julien-le-Pauvre facing the 
transept with three arches flanked by saints that separated the nave from the choir.  The 
rainy afternoon filtered through the stained glass windows set high in the stone walls and 
mixed with the light from the candles along the walls to illuminate the Quartet 
Appolinaire as they sat in front of the arches filling the place with Mozart. There was a 
woman with a cello between her legs.  The legs looked pretty good but her long, thick 
hair hid her face as she bent over the instrument. Unlike the woman, the faces of the three 
guys were all visible as they sat on either side of her with two violins and a viola tucked 
under their chins.     
 
I slipped a paperback from the pocket of my blazer. I'd stopped in at Shakespeare and 
Company bookstore on my way to the Church.  The bookstore had been a hang out for 
Joyce, Hemingway and the other writers, including Gertrude Stein who called them the 
“lost generation”, and there were plenty of their books for sale.  I spotted a second hand 
paperback edition of Joyce’s The Dubliners.  It’s a slim book of short stories and this one 
was further compressed with a broken spine from more than one back pocket.  I picked it 
up to kill some time before the concert and turned to The Dead.  It was the last of the 



stories and even though it was about love I knew it wasn’t the kind that my readers were 
looking for and, anyway, it took place in Dublin not Paris.  I was almost done when I 
realized I needed to get to the concert.  By then, I couldn’t leave behind the words and the 
memories they brought back to life so I bought the book.  
 
As the music started, I read, “Therefore, I will not linger on the past.  I will not let any 
gloomy moralizing intrude upon us here to-night.”  The room was lighter now and my 
eyes were accustomed to the darkness. There was a couple in front of me.  The man had 
his left arm around the woman’s shoulder.  His arm was thick and seemed about to burst 
the sleeve of his expensive suit. The hand cupping her left shoulder was tattooed with 
liver spots. They looked as if they had been married a long time. He whispered in her ear 
in English. Maybe they had come to Paris to revive their marriage?  The music wrapped 
around his words so that I couldn’t understand what he said. She tilted her head slightly 
toward him so that her right ear touched his lip. Her shoulders jumped up and down, as if 
she were laughing.  There was a smile on the left half of his face. 
 
Beyond his face, behind the musicians, a screen, hidden in the darkness inside the center 
arch of the transept, began to glow.  Projected on it were men in black ties and women in 
long evening gowns.  They made their way into an ornate, gilded theatre where an 
orchestra sat on a stage.  The audience settled into velvet chairs and then began to 
applaud as a conductor in black tie and tails strode to the podium in the center, bowed 
and raised his baton. Then the screen flickered, went blank and turned from color to black 
and white with the audience and orchestra replaced by scratchy scenes of bombs being 
dropped from waves of planes followed by aerial shots of the ground – a tapestry of 
buildings and houses vanished behind puffs of smoke and were replaced when the smoke 
cleared with bomb craters, burned shells of buildings and dead bodies.  The woman’s 
shoulders stopped and she buried her face in the man’s shoulder. When I looked back 
toward the screen it was blank and the arched opening was dark again.  The quartet 
stopped playing.  There was only stone cold silence from the audience. I glanced at the 
glowing face of my watch and decided to join the couple in front of me and most of the 
rest of the audience in heading for the exit.  
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It was just past noon when I returned to the hotel.  The desk clerk gave me an envelope 
with a note from Leonard that said to meet at 4 PM at the Hotel Aragon, Room 17, in 
Montmartre near the Place du Tertre.   Between the concert and The Dead I was in no 
mood to write anything romantic so I decided to see the art exhibit at the Pompidou that 
had been advertised on the poster in Leonard’s office.  I only hoped that Leonard’s taste 
in art was better than it was in music.  
 
The outside of the Pompidou is covered in a glass skin so that you can see the inner 
structure, the skeleton of the building from the outside.  It made me think of a body with 
the skin peeled off exposing the skeleton while the vital organs remained hidden and 
protected by the steel ribs.  You needed to buy a ticket to see those.  After I paid I took 
the escalator that glides up the outside of the building to the fourth floor and the Musee 



National d’Art Moderne. Would my readers be misled if I described the Pompidou as 
romantic?  There were couples, but none of them were exhibiting any affection except 
two men.  It took me fifteen minutes to find the exhibit whose name was on the poster - 
Second Chance – Works From the Penny Geldhart Collection. What I found was a line 
and the line led me to a black rectangular box.  It was about three feet wide by three feet 
high and maybe a foot more than that in length and it rested on a four-foot pedestal.  One 
end was almost completely open except for an inch thick frame.  There was a door on two 
hinges that has been pulled back flat against the right side. 
 
 
A slightly built man, in a sharply cut black suit was speaking.  He was far enough away 
so that anyone already in the line would have to give up their spot in order to hear him 
clearly.   About a dozen people were in a semicircle around him.  “So you can see why it 
was considered a pivotal work because it influenced not only the surrealists but the 
abstract impressionists and the entire modern art movement.  As you later stand in line to 
look at this work I suggest you take the time to meditate on what I have just told you.  
Think about how Berthold flipped a coin to decide whether to place the depiction of the 
dead cat or the live one in the box and how that embodied the Chance exhibit at which it, 
as well as his other work, was to be shown for the first time. Then fate intervened and all 
of his work was destroyed by the Nazi’s except this one.  And ponder how Berthold died 
tragically before he could continue his work and how his widow, the heiress Penny 
Geldhart, was able to save only Schrodinger’s Cat and spirit it out of France just in front 
of the invading Nazis. This act of devotion on her part was the beginning of a life 
dedicated to art that led to what is acknowledged as one of the world’s greatest private 
collection of modern art.  Some of the most important pieces from the Geldhart collection 
are in this exhibit beginning with this one that was the beginning of the collection and 
considered by most experts to be the greatest.” 
 
I didn’t have time to stand in line for an hour if I was to make my meeting at four so I 
decided to take the guide’s word for it and pass on a peek at this historic work of 
surrealism.  However, the story of Penny Gelhart’s devotion sounded romantic so it 
might be worth mentioning the exhibit in my article.  Even though I hadn’t seen the 
actual work of art I could relate the history that the guide presented. 
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As the Funiculaire climbed the Butte of Montmartre toward  Sacre-Coeur I remembered 
going to see it with a girlfriend that I’d invited to join me on a trip to Paris years ago. It 
was her first time in Paris and Sacre Couer was one of the places she wanted to see.  
When we stood outside looking at the domed, white edifice she told me it reminded her 
of the Taj Mahal ably not as beautiful.  I wondered if every place we visited was going to 
elicit a similar memory of something else she'd seen that was even more beautiful, 
although she reminded me of Bridget Bardot so I was prepared to put up with a lot.  Still, 



I told her that I didn’t see how the two could be compared since the Taj Mahal was built 
by a man as a memorial to the woman he loved while Sacre Couer was a church.  She 
answered, with a smile parting those puffy Bardot lips that she didn’t think it was strange 
at all since both were places of worship.   
 
After exiting the Funiculaire I took the Rue du Cardinal Guibert that passed between 
Sacre Coeur and St. Pierre de Montmartre. St. Pierre had been renamed a Temple of 
Reason during the French Revolution and wasn’t quite as romantic a place of worship as 
Sacre Couer. Next to its back wall was an alabaster bust of a man wearing a Roman tunic 
that rested on top of a thick, black pedestal.  As I passed, the bust’s eyelids flipped open 
and black spots on a whitewashed face stared at me.  I dropped some coins into the bowl 
at the base of the pedestal and the dark eyes peered down at the bowl, then the face 
softened, its lips parted and a red tongue licked them. Although there were plenty of 
people who would have been turned on by what I’d just seen I figured they weren’t likely 
to be reading the magazine where my article was going to be published so it would be 
better to describe Sacre-Coeur as a place that evoked the romance of the Taj Mahal.  
 
The Hotel Aragon was near the Place du Tertre but I passed the Espace Montmartre 
Salvador Dali on the way. I’d heard that there were more than three hundred works of art 
by Dali in the Espace while the Place looked like it had about three hundred artists trying 
to sell their work to tourists. It was probably a good bet that my readers would find more 
romance in a self-portrait painted in five minutes at the Place than looking at Dali’s for 
five hours.  I scribbled a description into my notebook then stuffed it into my jacket 
pocket and walked on to the Hotel Aragon. It was a narrow building wedged in the 
middle of the block.  Each of its six floors had four windows.  The stone façade looked 
thick enough to be the walls of either a fortress or a prison and might be both depending 
on who occupied a particular room.  There was a glass door and a plate glass window 
next to it on the ground floor and through it I could see a small lobby that was empty 
except for the a desk clerk leaning against the counter reading a paper.  I told him I was 
supposed to meet the person staying in Room 17.  He replied that they had gone out so I 
said I’d wait. He didn’t seem to want anyone sharing the tiny lobby while he read the 
pornographic magazine I’d seen him slip under the desk when I’d walked in so he handed 
me the key. 
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Room 17 was on the third floor. Opposite the doubles bed there was a wooden dresser 
with three drawers, and a mirror. One of the dresser drawers was slightly ajar and a piece 
of what looked like pantyhose stuck out.  On top of the dresser was a crumpled 
handkerchief, an open box of cherry cough drops and a well thumbed paperback copy of 
the Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca.  There was a night table on the left side of 
the bed, the side closest to the window, with a black phone but no clock or radio.  There 
was also a framed photograph of a golden retriever although the picture was in black and 
white. A large, wooden armoire, heavily shellacked in black,  stood against the wall on 
the other side of the bed near the corner.  Next to the armoire was the bathroom door.  



Through the opening I could see half of a bidet, a pair of running shoes and a blow dryer 
tucked into a pink vinyl bag on the floor.   
 
I sat down in the only chair to wait.  The upholstery was worn and the padding lumpy. 
Beside me was the room’s single window.  A gauzy white curtain was drawn across it.  In 
the mirror a billowing whiteness brushed past my image and into the room.  There was a 
rustle of wind and the curtain billowed, stretching toward the bed then collapsed back 
against the window, sucked into a pocket at the bottom where the window was open. 
Through the thin cloth I could see the vague form of the city spread out beneath 
Montmartre. I felt as if I had been in this room before even though I knew I hadn't but 
maybe it was only the memory of the Edward Hopper painting I experienced that 
morning.  I picked up the book of poetry. 
 
“I sat down 
in a space of time 
It was a backwater 
Of silence, a white silence, a formidable ring…” 
 
The phone rang. 
 
“Leonard?” 
 
“No.  Are you Scriviner?”  
 
“Yes.”   
 
“You were supposed to meet me but there’s been a bit of a screw up. The address 
Leonard gave you is where someone who’s working with me on this project is staying.”  
 
“Who are you?” 
 
“Max Beck." There was a sigh from the receiver and I could hear the wind against the 
pane of glass, the curtain shifted, the city rippled.  “You’re supposed to meet here not 
there.” 
 
“Where’s here-I mean where you are?" 
 
“We’re on the left bank, in the building next door to Shakespeare and Company 
bookstore on the Quai de Montebello across from...” 
 
“I know where it is.” 
 
“Good. We’re on the fourth floor, first door on your left when you get off the elevator. If 
you take the stairs it’s the second door on your right but we’re on the top floor so why 
would you do that?  The name on the door is Palimpsest Press. It’ll take you a half hour 
but don’t worry we’ll be here.  I’ll even buy you a drink.” 
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There was no “we” at the Palimpsest Press, at least not at the moment.  There was only 
Max.  I walked through the outer office and found him sitting behind a desk covered with 
loose papers.  The desk was surrounded by stacks of books and more papers except where 
a clearing had been carved out for the chair in which I sat.  On the wall to my right there 
was a floor to ceiling bookcase.  The books were jammed together so tightly their spines 
were cracking.  Along the left wall was an uneven line of black cabinets.  Behind Max 
was a high window and I could see the Ile de la Cite and Notre Dame and the trees along 
the banks of the Seine.  It was like the scene from my hotel window only the Seine was 
no longer hidden from view.  It flowed hazily through the tobacco smoke that hung in the 
air over the desk where Max rested his elbows, both cushioned by the leather patches 
sewn into his Harris Tweed jacket. His right hand cradled a pipe.  As he looked at me, 
furrows appeared on his bushy eyebrows and continued on across his hairless head, 
reminding me of a freshly plowed field.  
   
“Scriviner:  Hell of a name for a writer.” 
 
Before I could answer he continued.  “As I said on the phone there was some sort of 
screw up, sorry.  Anyway, I read some of your stuff.  Pretty good.  Leonard filled me in 
on you as well.” 
 
“You seem to know more about me than I know about you.” 
 
“I’m from New York.” A Bateaux Parisian drifted behind his broad, tweed covered 
shoulders as it passed beneath us on the Seine.  There were tourists on the long narrow 
upper deck craning their necks and taking photos.  Hopefully, the sun reflecting off 
Max’s bald head wouldn’t spoil their shots.  “Came over in 55 after college.  I was from 
Brooklyn so naturally I wanted to be a famous writer but I was too young for the Second 
World War and spent a year in Korea instead.  No one wanted to read a whole hell of lot 
about that one.  So while Mailer and Jones were becoming famous the only alternative for 
guys like me seemed to be Paris.  It turned out that a lot of other guys had the same idea 
or they wanted to be famous painters or famous jazz musicians.  A few guys were 
actually lucky enough to get one out of the three and a few of them actually had some 
talent.” 
 
“So were you lucky?” 
 
“I wasn’t lucky and I wasn’t, to tell you the truth, all that talented. I tried being an 
intellectual but all I did was become fluent in French.  I guess it came from listening to 
all of the BS.  I settled for picking up girls who thought I was smart because I kept my 
mouth shut and smoked a pipe.” He held up the pipe.  “But, it didn’t pay any better than a 
writer or painter and even if you became famous you were still poor.  So I went back to 
New York and did some teaching but that didn’t pay either so I got into publishing and 



made some money.  I made enough so I could afford to retire early and move to Paris and 
take over this this money loser.” He waved an arm at the room. 
 
Max pushed himself away from the desk and stood up.  He was almost as tall as me, 
which was more than I expected given his fireplug chest.  He looked out the window.  
Instead of looking at the boat just before it disappeared beneath the Pont au Double he 
seemed to be staring at the gargoyles of Notre Dame.  
 
“What do you think people were really looking for inside a gothic box?” As he spoke, the 
question bounced back at me from the windowpane.  He half turned.  It was an oblique 
angle and I couldn’t tell if he really wanted an answer. 
 
“I don’t know but some people call churches god boxes.”  I answered.  “Although, I have 
to admit a god in a box doesn’t sound very omnipotent.”  
 
 He completed his turn and looked at me, the furrows appeared as if he was giving my 
reply serious thought but than they disappeared and he said.  “I’m doing some research 
for a book that Leonard thought might be worth writing about for the Curiosi so he sent 
you.” 
 
 “So what’s the book about?” 
 
“Haven’t got that far. In fact there  might not even be a book, but if one comes out of this 
it might be called What You Get Is What You See.” Max said, sitting down on the edge 
of the table. 
 
“So what are you researching, the getting or the seeing?” 
 
He laughed. “Hell if I know.  Like I said, I haven’t gotten very far yet. Have you heard of 
Henri Berthold?” 
 
“The painter.”  
 
“Have you seen his work?” He asked, putting his pipe in his mouth. 
 
“As a matter of fact I saw Schrodinger’s Cat at the Pompidou this morning.  Actually, I 
only saw the black box.  The line was too long and as you I was supposed to meet you at 
four.  Not that I knew who you were and, as you know, I ended up in the wrong place.”  
  
He grunted and took the pipe out.  “For some reason Leonard gave you the address of the 
place where a colleague of mine is staying.  You’ll meet him later, in fact.” 
 
“Anyway, that’s all I know about Berthold.  Is the book about him?” 
 
“Maybe, maybe not.  Can’t say at this point it he’ll be in it or not.  That’s part of the 
research.  First, though, I promised you a drink, didn’t’t I?” 
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We took the stairs down at a leisurely pace.  The stairwell was brightly lit and there was 
no timer, which was a good thing since the stairs were marble and a tumble in the dark 
would have done some serious damage.  Outside we turned right but walked only a few 
yards before stopping in front of Shakespeare and Company. “How’s it going” Max 
asked a man in his twenties wearing faded blue jeans and a red tee shirt sitting on a bench 
beside the door.  He looked up from the book he was reading and grinned.  There was a 
stack of books on the bench beside him along with a spiral notebook.  On the front of his 
shirt was a picture of Jean Paul Sartre but with the big ears and lopsided grin of Mad 
Magazine’s Alfred E. Neumann. Printed underneath the picture “was why worry when 
there’s nothing at all?”   
 
“I’ll catch up with you later.” Max said and began walking away. 
 
“Who’s the kid with the existential sense of humor?”   
 
Max laughed.  “Ned Nordley. He’s the guy who is supposed to be helping me out on 
this.”   
 
Max didn’t say anything more about Nordley as we crossed the street and walked along 
the Quai.  The wind was blowing, tugging at our clothes and sweeping the leaves in front 
of us. We continued past the Pont Au Double on the Quai de Montebello to the Pont de 
l’Archeveche where the Qua De La Tournelle began. Beneath the bridge, next to one of 
the restaurant barges moored to the quayside, a group of painters were spread out along 
the flat stones. 
 
Max paused and we both leaned against the railing of the bridge. I squinted at the 
painters.  “You’d think they’d get tired of painting the same thing over and over again.  I 
mean, there’s a million paintings or photos or postcards or whatever for sale in Paris of 
the Seine and Notre Dame as seen from the Left Bank.” I said in an effort to demonstrate 
my keen powers of observation. 
 
“I see what you mean but maybe it’s the first time for them.  And then, again, every 
moment is different, what with the light, the clouds, the shadows and what not always 
changing, so each painting has to be a little bit different because what they’re seeing is 
different.  Right now they’re getting the last light of the day.  That sort of dying light that 
starts to drain the colors and turn everything pale. And here we were just rushing right 
past it without noticing a damn thing. Even the people taking photos or videos, I bet most 
of them are missing this as well. Instead, they’re thinking about what a hell of a picture it 
will make for their friends back home.  Not that they’re the only ones.  Take me, for 
example. The window of my office looks right out on this scene but most of the time I’ve 
got my backside to it. I’m looking at a pile of papers instead.  Maybe if I was to try 
painting it like they are I’d really see it and appreciate it a hell of lot more.” 
 



“Maybe you’d be famous,” I replied.   
 
“Fat chance.  Actually, I tried being a painter once.  The choice then was between trying 
to be a writer or a painter. But, this time if I tried it would be just for myself.”  
 
I looked at the painters.  They were young and old, men and women.  Some were 
standing behind easels and some had the paper fastened to boards resting on their knees. 
From a distance I could only make out splashes of color.  So much for my powers of 
observation. 
 
“Don’t you think its kind of strange,” Max continued.  “That Notre Dame was built as a 
place to find God but it's big enough to get lost in? “ 
 
"Maybe that’s why they say the last place to find God is in a church," I replied, but Max 
didn't hear because he was already halfway across the bridge.  
 
When I caught up with Max he was already on the Quai De L’Archeveche.  He had 
stopped at the edge of the Square Jean XX111 behind Notre Dame.  A brass band was 
seated under the trees.  Their instruments glinted in the sunlight that drifted through the 
orange tinted leaves.  A conductor raised his white-gloved hands. There was a pause as 
he looked from side to side at the row of blue uniforms with gold braid looped through 
stiff epaulets.  Horns were lifted to lips and with a broad sweep of the conductor’s arms 
they began playing.  It was a waltz - Strauss I guessed. Passengers from two tour buses 
that had pulled up to the curb focused their cameras. A man and a woman on roller blades 
stopped beside us and several young women with small children sat down under the trees. 
Within minutes the band was surrounded by a crowd of people. 
 
“I wonder how many of these people would ever buy a recording of this music.”  Max 
whispered. 
 
“None of them, probably.” 
 
“Damn right.  The setting, being here is everything.” 
 
“Its also free so they don’t have to buy it.” 
 
“Yeah, you’ve got a point.” 
 
Halfway across the Pont St. Louis a man in a long robe with a turban stood completely 
still.  He was painted white so that he looks like the statue of a swami.  His eyes were 
closed and he didn’t move and there was a bowl at his feet half filled with coins and 
banknotes.  Max tossed a Euro into the bowl and the statue’s eyes blinked but the tongue 
stayed hidden. 
 
	


